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Abstract

We discuss the concept of time in present physical theories, and we spec-

ulate about its possible replacement by a more fundamental concept in the

realm of subatomic physics.



Time is a useful concept to parameterize change. For example, a precise means of
measuring time elapse is essential for navigational purposes (problem of longitude)
because here a definite time interval uniquely is related to a definite distance in
space. The flow of time is defined by the number of cycles that are undergone by
periodic motion. Presently, atomic clocks comprise the most precise way of defining
the flow of time by fitting a large number of unchanging atomic cycles into one period
of macroscopic motion. This high precision is needed to verify the dependence of
time-flow on the state of motion and the elevation within a given gravitational field
with respect to a reference clock as it is predicted by the theory of relativity. Human
beings perceive the flow of time in a subjective way which is influenced by their state
of activity, personal satisfaction, emotional susceptibility, and professional ambition.

By the second law of thermodynamics, which states that adiabatically slow
changes of one state of equilibrium to another do always increase the level of disorder
in a closed system, time-flow is endowed with a direction – the arrow of time. The
attainment of a stable equilibrium is defined by an approach to a situation where
change no longer occurs and thus the concept of time inherently ceases to be useful.
This is an example of an emergent symmetry which mathematically is expressed by
the invariance of the associated dynamics under time translations. Noether’s theo-
rem links continuous, global symmetries with conservation laws. Concerning stable
equilibria, the invariance under time translations according to this theorem implies
the conservation of energy. This is a special case of the general fact that time and
energy are conjugate variables in the sense that constraining one relaxes constraints
on the other and vice versa. Thermodynamics at a given, fixed temperature is an
example of a stable equilibrium situation where time is completely unconstrained
(time-translation invariance) while (mean) energy is entirely constrained. Example
for thermodynamic equilibria are the asymptotic states attained in the course of
certain diffusion processes generating a global temperature.

In gravitational theory time merely represents one of the four coordinates used
to parameterize spacetime manifolds and thus by itself and a priori does not have
any meaning. On the other hand, invariance under reparametrizations (diffeomor-
phisms) of the dynamical laws determining the geometry of a manifold is the prin-
ciple that essentially determines these laws. Locally, that is, by considering the
spacetime tangent to a given point on the manifold there is a coordinate system
where the coordinate time acquires back a definite meaning. (The flow of time
again is measured by counting the cycles of a periodic motion). Notice that physics
in the tangent spacetime ignores the nontrivial geometry of the manifold as a whole.
This ignorance allows for a definite interpretation of the values of coordinates which
in general would have no meaning. A similar situation occurs in cosmology. Here
the Cosmological Principle, which is a strong generalization of Copernicus’ Prin-
ciple, states that no given point on a spacelike slice of the spacetime manifold is
particular when compared to other points of the same slice. The implementation
of this principle leads to a very particular ansatz for the geometry of the associated
spacetime manifold endowing it with a large symmetry. Although the form of this
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Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) ansatz can freely be changed by
coordinate transformations a definite interpretation of the time coordinate (age of
the Universe) is attributed to the original FLRW ansatz which makes the content
of the Cosmological Principle most explicit.

Being so used to the concept of time, it may prove worthwhile to question it. In
particular, we may wonder whether it may turn out to be a consequence of a more
fundamental and more universal description of Nature. In Quantum Mechanics time
expresses the principle presence of a macroscopic measuring device and its possibil-
ity to interact with the subatomic system in the following sense: In a closed system
the unitary evolution of the system’s wave function according to a preassumed me-
chanical law generates a catalogue of possibilities one of which is realized at the time
of measurement. That is, performing the evolution of the system’s wave function
prepares the latter for the measuring process set to take place after a macroscopi-
cally defined time elapse which is identified with the system’s evolution parameter.
Notice that the process of measurement (collapse of the wave function) expresses the
highly undeterministic interaction of observer and system with its outcome being
subject to statistical interpretation only. Seen in this way, there is no necessity to
attribute the time elapse directly to the system. Rather, the system may evolve in
some other, more fundamental variable which can be converted to macroscopic time
according to a functional dependence involving a full specification of the measuring
device and the initial conditions. If this new variable can be viewed as a universal
resolution exerted onto the system by the entirety of its environment, including the
measuring device in its passive mode, and if the system is described in terms of spa-
tially extended (nonlocal) degrees of freedom then this may lead to a formulation
that de-mystifies the quantum mechanical measuring process and at the same time
evades the no-go theorems (Bell inequalities) for hidden-variable theories. However,
it is much too early to enthusiastically defend this idea both in view of its conceptual
infancy and the scarce empirical evidence for its principle correctness.
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